


“47% of email recipients decide to open an email or not 

based on the subject line”.


There is a lot hanging on your email subject line!


Not only does it have to grab attention in your recipient’s Inbox but it also has to 
entice someone to click through to read the body of your email.  Get it wrong your 
email will be overlooked or, worse, end up in the Spam / Junk folder. 


These actionable 9 tips and triacks will help you write irresistible, clickable email 
subject lines that stand out and demand action!




One reason why email marketing is so powerful is that it allows a brand to start 
building more personal relationships with prospective customers.  What better 
way to do so than to use a person’s name when writing to them.  You can do 
this by including a First Name tag in the subject line of an email, in the greeting 
or in the body text.





1. Get personal!

1 Nicky Pasquier Nicky Pasquier Virtuoso Assistant

https://www.youtube.com/c/NickyPasquier
https://www.facebook.com/VirtuosoAssistant/
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/nickypasquier


Personalisation doesn’t stop there, however.


Regularly segment your lists so that you only send out the “right information to 
the right person at the right time”. 


This means that you only send a subscriber an email that is relevant to them 
rather than a generic ‘one size fits all’ type of email.


Find out as much as you can about each subscriber by asking them pertinent 
questions about their job, job title, income, interests on your email sign-up form.  
You can also check to see if they’re on social media and do a little more 
detective work about your subscribers. 


The more information you gather about your prospects, the more effective your 
marketing emails will be.





Try and restrict your subject line to between 6 - 10 words or no more than 50 

characters.


Short and snappy email subjects lines make more of an impact in an Inbox and 
don’t risk trailing off into a series of 3 dots (see example on next page).  This is 
most likely to happen on mobile devices. 





2.  Keep it Short and Sweet

2 Nicky Pasquier Nicky Pasquier Virtuoso Assistant

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/nickypasquier
https://www.youtube.com/c/NickyPasquier
https://www.facebook.com/VirtuosoAssistant/


You’ll also see from the example above that valuable space has been taken up 
with the word “weekly” which has been repeated again in the preview text.  Try 
and avoid these mistakes.  







3. Key Words First

Get to the point quickly by ensuring your key words appear at the start of 
a subject line.  





4. Convey Value

Similarly, be sure to convey the benefits of reading your email right from the 
start. 
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Put yourself in your subscribers’ shoes and ask yourself, “Why should I open 
this email?  What’s in it for me?” If it’s not immediately obvious then you need 
to re-think your subject line.


I love this email from Crocus Club: 20% off discount is communicated right 
from the start as well as conveying what the discount is for - Spring daffodils.  
A lovely little emoji at the end sets the tone perfectly. 


Litmus wastes no time in letting subscribers know that they should get their 
tickets to the Litmus Live Boston event as soon as possible.  The little ticket emoji 
is relevant, in the right place at the front of the subject line and adds context to 
the message. 





5. The Power of Psychology

A successful marketer understands their target audience, knows what their ‘pain 
points’ are and how to use a little psychology to move them to take a particular 
course of action.  
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Use a little psychology to tempt recipients into opening your email. 


We all hate the feeling that we’re missing out on something so try using the 
‘Fear of Missing Out’ (#FoMO) when announcing an event or a sale.

Double the impact you make by giving readers a date by which an offer will 
expire.  Focus their minds and urge them to take action sooner rather than 
later.


Beauty company Look Fantastic do this particularly well with their flash sale 
announcements. 





Open the email up and you’re 
reminded of the urgency to 
make a purchase as well as 
reiterating the value of the 
discount offer.  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6. Intrigue & Curiosity


Don’t tell your readers exactly what is inside your email; pique their curiosity and 
tempt them to read more!


Johnnie Boden does this perfectly by casually announcing a new limited edition 
line of clothing which will is so wonderful it has been put on the “Love-It List”.  
Would that capture attention?  It would mine!  


Jay Baer promises his readers will be amazed by the contents of his email.  It was 
a bit of a bold statement but I couldn’t resist clicking to see if the message lived up 
to Jay’s promises. 
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7.  Make your Audience Feel Special


We all want to feel valued, special even.  We love knowing that we belong to a 
group of people or a community that differentiates us from everyone else in some 
way. 


Help your subscribers feel special by providing them with exclusive offers that 
nobody else has access to.  


Doing this will help nurture loyal brand advocates who really are your best 
marketers.  This is absolutely crucial given that,


“92% of global online consumers trust word-of-mouth and 

recommendations from friends and family above any other form 

of advertising”.  

[Source: Neilson Study]


Under Armour show that they value their customers by taking the time to deliver 
emails based on their previous purchases, likes and dislikes.  So no lazy, generic 
emails!
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Here are some more subject lines you can use to make your audience feel special:-


➢  “Special gift just for you”


➢  “You’re invited”


➢  “Exclusive follower-only offer!”




8.  Mix It Up

Don’t stick to the same old format; mix up your subject lines by asking 
questions or include a little humour.


Try using an emoji in the subject line but if you do ensure that it is relevant, 
appropriate and in keeping with your brand personality. 




9.  Don’t SHOUT!!!

Resist the temptation to use capital letters and a string of exclamation 
marks in an email subject line; it can potentially trigger spam filters.  


If you want to capture attention try personalising your email subject line or 
use a little creativity instead.  It might take you a little longer to think of 
something catchy but your efforts may well pay off with a much higher 
open rate than you would imagine. 
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